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this bundle includes the new wind rack. with the wind rack you can add a flute or other wind instrument to an existing song. use the wind rack to turn your flute into
a real part of a song you’ve created. check out the fretboard racks video for a live demonstration of these racks in action. this bundle includes the new guitar rack.

with the guitar rack you can add a guitar part to an existing song. use the guitar rack to turn your guitar into a real part of a song you’ve created. check out the
fretboard racks video for a live demonstration of these racks in action. this bundle includes the new bass rack. with the bass rack you can add a bass part to an
existing song. use the bass rack to turn your bass into a real part of a song you’ve created. check out the fretboard racks video for a live demonstration of these
racks in action. this bundle includes the new electronics rack. with the electronics rack you can easily create and save fully custom electronic kits which can be

recalled later. each rack includes a large collection of instruments, effects, vocals, and more. check out the fretboard racks video for a live demonstration of these
racks in action. compilation of some of the best synths and sounds ever made by the legendary japanese synth pioneer. these premium quality sounds are perfect

for all your analog style production, from chiptunes to gritty techno, electronica, and other loud genres of music. buy this pack and enjoy a lifetime license.
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this tutorial will help you to learn how to use the bias fx 2 in
a practical way. it will also help you to understand the

importance of using the included eleven rack expansion
and which patches you should use in your music

production. the "eighties" pack includes 881 patches that
bring you 881 hits from 80's hit songs, with samples

ranging from your favorite songs, from the 80's, from artists
like kenny rogers, billy idol, bryan adams, jackson 5, peter

gabriel, pat benatar, madonna, and many more. this pack is
perfect for 80's pop, rock, and dance music. the "kawaii"

pack includes 215 patches inspired by japanese kawaii pop
culture, with sound design by mimori from kolme. this pack
features the new sample oscillator, with 40 different voice

samples and 42 programs, including chorus, shouting,
staccato, beat boxing, and more. this is the perfect sound
pack to add a touch of kawaii color to your dance music.
the "squeaky" pack includes 531 patches for your hybrid
digital synth, with sounds ranging from percussive, and

expressive to harsh, and everything in between. this is the
perfect voice sound for percussive rock and metal music, or

anything with a signature that needs a little bit of
"squeaky" sound. the "pop" pack includes 3,001 patches for

your hybrid digital synth, with sounds ranging from pure
pop, to lush, and everything in between. this is the perfect
voice sound for pop, and dance music. this is a must have

sound pack for any electronic musician! the "staccato" pack
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includes 585 patches for the hybrid digital synth, with
sounds ranging from percussive, to expressive, and

everything in between. this is the perfect voice sound for
percussive rock and metal music, or anything that has a

signature that needs a little bit of "staccato" sound.
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